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Roma is one of those wonderful chairs you can
use just about anywhere.

RomaTM is a great looking chair that fits you and just about anywhere you
need a place to sit. From the office to the home, to the college dorm or the
hotel work desk, Roma fits the bill without taking up too much space. The
series includes nesting chairs, task seating and drafting stools, perfect for
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any environment.

Seating shown in Match, Green (MT27); Momentum Ace, Bisque (AC71) and Match, Grey (MT30).
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It’s your choice. Six great mesh colors let you
make it your own!

The breathable mesh back is available in six colors with matching or contrasting
upholstery fabrics for the seat. Upholstered seats and backs are offered in a large
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selection of fabric, vinyl or leather.

Left to right: Seating shown in Allante, White (A48E) and Match, Burgundy (MT29).
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Roma’s flexible polypropylene back changes
shape as you move.

Roma’s optional flexible polypropylene back is not rigid, it allows the lumbar
area and upper back to move and flex. It changes shape to accommodate your
is under constant tension to provide a comfortable floating motion that moves
when you do, or it can be locked in an upright position for additional support.

Left to right: Seating shown in Allante, White (A48E) and Match, Grey (MT30).
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body movements, body shape and the tasks you are performing. The entire back
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The Roma guest chair has a flip up seat for
easy storage.

The guest chair features a flip up seat allowing the chairs to nest horizontally.
This saves a considerable amount of space and avoids heavy lifting when space
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is reconfigured for different events.

Seating shown in shown in Match, Blue (MT25).
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Medium back with arms.
Mesh: Fall Burgundy (FB).
Fabric: Match, Burgundy (MT29).

Medium back with arms.
Mesh: Autumn Orange (AO).
Fabric: Match, Orange (MT23).

Medium back with arms.
Mesh: Spring Green (SG).
Fabric: Match, Green (MT27).

Medium back with arms.
Mesh: Winter Grey (WG).
Fabric: Match, Grey (MT30).

Medium back with arms.
Mesh: Summer Blue (SB).
Fabric: Match, Blue (MT25).

Medium back with arms.
Mesh: Midnight Black (MB).
Fabric: Match, Black (MT32).

Medium back armless.
Mesh: Midnight Black (MB).
Fabric: Match, Black (MT32).

Polypropylene medium back
with optional height adjustable
arms.

Honeycomb medium back
with optional height adjustable
arms.

Flex-Response Back Support
The polypropylene medium back and the
upholstered medium back feature a flexible
back construction that provides support,
proper spinal alignment and comfort when
moving or reaching from a seated position.

Features

Optional height adjustable arms with
self-skinned urethane (SSU) pads provide
exceptional durability.

Pneumatic seat height adjustment features
Global’s Soft Descent™ technology.

Back tilt locking
mechanism.

Breathable mesh
back provides
excellent comfort
and support.
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Cover: Seating shown in Momentum Ace, Tuxedo (AC75).
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